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Abstract - Data modelling is a complex process that 

requires knowledge and experience of designers, where the 

quality of the data model significantly affects the quality of 

further phases in the development of the information 

system. The paper presents an architecture proposal for 

knowledge-based (KB) system that serves as a support for 

creating data models based on verbalisation. The system will 

use verbalized expert knowledge, which will be formalized 

using the methods of the theory of formal languages. 

Through the methodology for developing system 

architecture, system parts are described, and Purpose, 

Context, Inputs, Activities, Outputs, Effects for KB system 

are given through a variant of a logic model. Also, the 

functionalities which the verbalisation-based KB system for 

data modelling should have, are identified, along with all the 

potential beneficiaries. The paper presents the application of 

the theory of formal languages for translating business 

descriptions expressed in natural language into a data 

model expressed using the entity-relationship (ER) method. 

Example of the translation process is also given.   

Keywords - knowledge-based systems, translation, formal 

language, verbalisation, conceptual modelling, data models 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to present an architecture 
proposal of the knowledge-based (KB) system for data 
modelling that will translate user specifications in 
controlled natural language (CNL) into a data model 
(using the entity-relationship method) presented in the 
formal language (verbalisation-based process). The 
research is carried out using the design science research 
(DSR) methodology [1], which prescribes the 
development of a conceptual model of the new system as 
the first phase.  

The objectives to be achieved with this paper are to 
identify subsystems of the KB system and their 
interrelationships, identification of the system 
environment and the interaction of the system with the 
environment, as well as represent the basic direction of 
KB system development. This paper provides answers to 
the following questions: Q1. How to apply the theory of 
formal languages for translating a business description 
expressed in natural language into a data model expressed 
with ER method? Q2. What functionalities should such a 
KB system have? Q3. Who are its potential users? 

What follows is the section Related Work which 
analyses existing KB systems for data modelling and 
highlights novelties of our approach the section Research 
Methodology describes the methodology for the 

development of the new KB system architecture, its 
purpose, activities and effects. The section Results and 
Discussion describes the developed architecture of the KB 
system. The Conclusion provides the answers to the 
research question, clarifies the limitations and describes 
further directions of the research. 

II.  RELATED WORK 

The process of information system design through 
which informal and imprecisely defined requirements of 
end-users are translated into strictly defined database 
structures is knowledge-intensive, complex and difficult 
[2] and it is suitable as a problem domain for developing 
and applying the KB system because it is a non-
algorithmic, non-trivial, and not completely deterministic 
problem [3]. KB system is a computer system that applies 
artificial intelligence methods and techniques for 
performing its tasks. It interacts with the user providing 
aid, training/learning and/or the resolution of problems. Its 
general structure mostly includes knowledge base 
inference engine, self-learning, explanation and reasoning 
and user interface [4]. 

Considering that conceptual modelling presents a 
critical phase in the development of information system 
and errors made in this stage are reflected in low quality 
of the database and incorrect query results [5], [6], KB 
systems that support this IS development phase seems 
convenient and useful. So far, many KB systems to 
support conceptual modelling in the development of the 
information system have been developed. KB systems' 
features for data modelling should enable it to intervene, 
propose design choice, identify errors in the conceptual 
model, advise users to optimize or correct the model so 
they could develop better data models [6]. 

In this paper, we synthesized the main conclusions 
from other authors' work (in total 14 systems or tools) [7-
20]. Only the systems that use the ER method were 
observed. The detailed related work review is presented in 
[21] and [22]. The input type of all observed systems was 
natural or restricted natural language, Entity-Attribute-
Relationship Cardinalities (EARC) extraction method was 
mostly performed by the system with user assistance, use 
of the case-based reasoning was implemented by four out 
of fourteen systems, targeted user type was mostly novice 
designers or students, output type was a textual ER model 
description or ER diagram.  

Almost all the systems have a syntax analysis while 
semantic analysis was present only in some systems 



usually with a series of rules or heuristics. Also, most of 
the systems have an output (data model) syntax analysis 
which is related to the successful ER method rules 
application. 

In our new KB system, business description will be 
text-expressed according to a CNL, which is a subset of a 
natural language with restricted grammar and vocabulary. 
It acts as an intermediary between natural and formal 
languages reducing ambiguity and complexity of natural 
language and is suitable for knowledge representation and 
reasoning process [23–25].  

A. New approach characteristics  

This research aims to formalize the knowledge of 
human experts' reasoning process that is used during ER 
modelling. The sentential and lexical structures of 
business description sentences are observed and analysed 
to extract and formalize semantics necessary for the 
translation to the ER model. This approach differs from 
others in the following:  

• development of EARC grammar that generates 
EARC sentences to enable the translation from one 
language to another, 

• pattern identification from sentence parts of business 
descriptions that enable the creation of rules that for 
semantically precise translation in some EARC 
construct, 

• additional rules based on specific lexical sentence 
parts that identify generalization, specialization and 
aggregation in the ER model, and 

• specifically formed targeted questions that have an 
adjustable structure based on the identified missing 
construct – the construct that wasn't detected with 
automated translation. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Building an ER data model following the user 
requirements is distinguished as the translation of one 
language into another. User requirements are viewed as 
text-expressed knowledge in controlled natural language 
that needs to be translated into text-expressed knowledge 
in data model formal language. Generally, the translation 
process consists of two phases: lexical and syntactic 
analysis of the input sentence (recognition) and 
generating output sentence (translation). The program for 
lexical and syntactic analysis is called the recognizer, 
while the program for translation is called the translator. 
The translator which uses recognizer in the syntactic 
analysis phase is called the transducer [26–30]. Fig.1 
shows the model of the transducer for translating user 
specifications into a data model. 

 

Based on lexicon and phrase-structure grammar (PSG) 
implemented with a transition table, recognizer performs 
lexical and syntactic analysis of the input sentences 
(business description in controlled natural language). The 
result is a set of BD sentences in a valid sentential form. A 
morpho-syntactic lexicon of a language contains word-
forms, lemmas and morpho-syntactic descriptions, i.e. 
lexical items in the language and their linguistic 
properties.  

The PSG was synthesized from [31], [32] and [33]and 
its productions are presented by symbols (Part-Of-Speech, 
POS tags) that are adapted to the format that is used in 
MULTEXT-East morpho-syntactic description (MSD) 
[34]. Further, the research collected 50 business 
descriptions, mainly examples from database textbooks 
and data modelling university exams which serve as BD 
text corpus. The current form of PSG for CNL is given in 
Table I.  

TABLE I.  PSG FOR BUSINESS DESCRIPTION EXPRESSED IN CNL 

S → NP VP 

NP → [D|NPs]N|Np|Pro|Ni 

D → Dd|Di|Dg|Poss 

Poss → NPs|Ds 

NPs → ([D|NPs]N|Np|Pg)['s|’] 

N → {AP}Nc{PP} 

AP → {AP}([Rs|AdvP]Af) 

AdvP → [Rs]Rm 

PP → {PP}([PSpec]Sp(NP|PP)) 

PSpec → Rmp|McNc 

Ni → {NP}[Cc]NP  

Pro → Pp|Pg 

VP  → V[NP[NP|PP|AP[PP]]|AP[PP]|PP[PP]] 

V  → [Vo|[Vo]Va[Rmp]|VmSp]Vm 

Certain word classes of the lexicon are represented with 

the following MULTEXT-East lexicon MSD category: 

TABLE II.   WORD CLASSES AND CORRESPONDING MULTEXT-
EAST LEXICON MSD CATEGORY 

CNL PSG POS tag POS category description 

Af qualificative adjective 

Cc coordinating conjunction 

Dd demonstrative determiner 

Dg general determiner 

Di indefinite determiner 

Ds possessive determiner 

Mc cardinal numeral 

Nc common noun 

Np proper noun 

Pg general pronoun 

Pp personal pronoun 

Rm modifier adverb 

Rmp positive modifier adverb 

Rs specifier adverb 

Sp preposition adposition 

Va auxiliary verb 

Vm main verb 

Vo modal verb 

 
Figure 1.  Business description to data model transducer 



As it is shown in Fig. 1, the steps of the translation 
execution process are: 

1. Obtain the sentential form - the Recognizer delivers 
business description in a sentential form which presents 
the input to Translator.  

2. Execute the Translator - Translator runs the 
translation process as follows: 

2.1. Apply the translation rules - Translator based 
on translation rules automatically translates parts of 
the BD sentential form to the word categories of the 
formal data model language.  

2.2. Generate the question - if the data model 
sentential form would result incomplete (there are 
unmatched EARC word categories with BD sentential 
form parts), a specific question for every missing 
EARC part will be generated for the user. 

3. Finalise - integration of the results of steps 2.1. and 
2.2. - receiving a complete EARC sentence. 

Using the induction method, a PSG for formal data 
model language is derived (PSG for EARC language that 
generates EARC, see Table III). EARC word categories 
are listed in Table IV. Every EARC sentence will have the 
following form: 

SEARC = eL((ApL),(AL)) (CminL,CmaxL) r(CminR, 
CmaxR)eR((ApR),(AR)) of CNL 

TABLE III.  PSG FOR EARC LANGUAGE 

SEARC  Productions 

ApL → apL|apL,ApL 

AL → aL|aL,AL 

ApR → apR|apR,ApR 

AR → aR|aR,AR 

CminL → 0|1 

CminR → 0|1 

CmaxL → 1 | n 

CmaxR → 1 | n 

TABLE IV.  EARC WORD CATEGORIES 

Label Description 

SEARC The form of every EARC sentence 

eL Left entity type 

eR Right entity type 

AL={aL1,…aLn} Set of „non-primary key" left entity attributes  

ApL={apL1,..apLn} Set of left entity primary key attributes  

AR={aR1,…aRn} Set of „non-primary key" right entity attributes  

ApR={apR1,.apRn} Set of right entity attributes that represent the 

primary key 

r Relationship type 

CminL Minimum cardinality of left to the right entity 

(the minimum number of eR that relates with one 

of the eL) 

CminR Minimum cardinality of right to the left entity 

(the minimum number of eL that relates with one 

of the eR) 

CmaxL Maximum cardinality of left to the right entity 

(the maximum number of eR that relates with one 

of the eL) 

CmaxR Maximum cardinality of right to the left entity 
(the maximum number of eL that relates with one 

of the eR) 

 

As a demonstration of the translating method 
described in Fig. 1, the following CNL sentence is 
observed (example 1): "A (really|very) adult person 
could be driving the city car." The translation process 
for this particular case proceeds: 

1. Obtain the sentential form (SF): "Di (Rmp) Af Nc 
Vo Va Vm Dd Nc Nc" 

2. Execute the Translator 

2.1. Apply the translation rules (Table V) 

TABLE V.   PART OF TRANSLATION RULES APPLICABLE TO THE 

OBSERVED EXAMPLE 1 

Pattern BD CNL POS tags (sentential form 

part) => EARC word category 

*Nc*Vm* Nc => eL=person 

* [Vo] [Va] Vm* [Vo][Va] Vm => r =could be driving 

If r contains Vo CminR =0 

*Vm*{Nc}Nc {Nc}Nc => eR =city car 

*[Rmp|Rs]AfNc*Vm* [Rmp|Rs]Af => aLV =adult-=> aL1=age 

 

2.2. Question generation for missing EARC parts 
identification (still not implemented) 

3. Finalise 

The observed CNL sentence will be translated to the 
concrete EARC sentence following the SEARC form:  

person ((person_id), (name, surname, address, age)) 
(0, n) could be driving (0, n) city car ((car_id), (model, 
volume, age)).  

The bold parts result from translation rules while 
normal text parts are expected to be derived from question 
generation. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding ERD for the 
above EARC sentence. 

 

 

Another example (example 2) of CNL sentence (from 
one of the business descriptions) translated to the EARC 
sentence is given in the following.  

CNL: “Every employee is managed by one manager.” 

SF: Dg Nc Va Vm Sp Mc Nc. 

TABLE VI.  TABLE 1. PART OF TRANSLATION RULES APPLICABLE 

TO THE OBSERVED EXAMPLE 2 

Pattern BD CNL POS tags 

(sentential form part) => 

EARC word category 

Dg*Nc*Vm* and Dg =”every” CmaxL =1 

*Nc*Vm* Nc => eL =employee 

* [Va] Vm* [Va] Vm => r =is managed 

*Vm*Mc*Nc & Mc=”one” CminR =CmaxR =1 

Figure 2.  Corresponding ERD for the translated EARC sentence 



*Vm*{Nc}Nc {Nc}Nc => manager 

*[Rmp|Rs]AfNc*Vm* [Rmp|Rs]Af => aLV 

 

EARC: employee((ApL), (AL)) (1, CmaxL) is managed 
(1, 1) manager ((ApR), (AR)) 

The non-bold parts of the EARC sentence are expected 
to be derived from question generation. 

In the development of the architecture for KB system, 
the following is taken into the account: potential users 
and their requirements, basic functionalities that every 
KB system should possess and functional requirements 
that emerged from the analysis of existing systems, tools 
and methods for converting BD into ER model. The 
following functional requirements for the new KB system 
are identified:  

• syntax analysis 

• semantic analysis 

• insight into syntactically incorrect sentences -
possibility for the system upgrade 

• existence of question answering system that 
formulates the targeted questions for non-
translated EARC constructs 

• use of case-based reasoning that consists of the 
application of the same translation rules for the 
same or similar sentential form 

 

• possibility of obtaining the list of all translation 
steps from the system input to output 

• potential to upgrade, expand the knowledge base, 
the multipurpose and support for various input 
providers 

• possibility to validate the system implementation 
performance based on the established evaluation 
method  

IV. RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

To clearly describe the architecture of verbalisation 
based KB system for data modelling as well as its sub-
systems and their information relationships, a variant of 
the basic Logic model [35] that describes the system 
through relationships between the elements (subsystems) 
will be used (Table VII)  

Every description also includes a description of 
possible problems and their solutions, and ways in which 
to check whether the system/subsystem creates the desired 
result. 

Fig. 3 shows the final version of the architecture 
proposal for the KB system for data modelling described 
in detail using the Logic model (Table VII). 

 

 

 

Figure 3. An architecture proposal for verbalisation based KB system for data modelling



TABLE VII.  LOGIC MODEL OF VERBALISATION BASED KB SYSTEM FOR 

DATA MODELLING 

PURPOSE  

To support the process of: 

• developing data models using natural language business description (for 

business domain experts and IS designers) 

• education in data modelling domain (for IS educators and IS students) 

• developing conceptual models using natural language (for researchers) 

MOTIVATION 

• to preserve the consistency of user requirements expressed in the natural 

language during its translation into a formal language of the data model 

• to embed knowledge, experience and representation model of expert 

designers 

CONTEXT 

Three basic groups of users were identified:  

Input providers - users who provide the KB system with necessary input 

(business domain experts, IS designers, IS educators, IS students and 
researchers) 

Output consumers – users who use KB system outputs (business domain 

experts, IS designers, IS educators, IS students and researchers) 
KBS engineer - a user who has access to KB system behaviour, and 

accordingly, the ability to update the system knowledge base 

INPUTS 

Inputs from Input providers: 

• selected operation: create new, update or delete of business description 

or data model 

• business and other domain-specific description (specification) written in 

non-formalized natural language  

• answers to questions for validation of EARC sentences (for data model) 

and validation of NL sentences (for business description) 
Inputs from KBS engineer: 

• PSG and morpho-syntactic lexicons for declarative NL sentences, EARC 

sentences and interrogative NL sentences 

• translation rules for NL to EARC sentences and vice versa 

• rules for QA system 

Inputs from Output consumers: 

• demand for specification view and/or data model view and/or 

explanation 

ACTIVITIES 

Activities for inputs from Input providers (KB system creates a new, deletes 
or updates):  

• existing business description and translates it to the data model  

• existing data model and translates it to the business description  

• uses QA system for missing or ambiguous part of the business 

description or data model, and validation of the proposed data model or 

proposed business description 

• KB system uses a previously created data model for case-based 

reasoning about new data model or new business description from the 

given data model 

• KB system does syntactic analysis and validation of NL Business 

description or data model described in a formal language   

• KB system stores: 

• each step in the process of translation from NL description to data model 

and vice versa 

• each data model and corresponding NL specification 

• every invalid sentence in NL description 

• every invalid data model sentence 

Activities for inputs from KBS engineer (KB system storing): 

• PSG and morpho-syntactic lexicon for declarative and interrogative NL 

sentences and EARC sentences in the corresponding datastore 

• translation rules and rules for the QA system in the corresponding 

datastore 
Activities for inputs from Output consumers: 

• based on demand, the KB system provides original NL specification, 

corresponding data model or an explanation of how it translated NL 

specification to the corresponding data model  

OUTPUTS 

Outputs for Input providers: 

• list of stored business descriptions and data models 

• explanation of invalid business description or data model 

• specific questions for validation of proposed EARC sentences (for data 

model) and proposed NL sentences (for business description) 
Outputs for Output consumers: 

• NL specification view, corresponding data model view, translation steps 

explanation 
Outputs for KBS engineer – Insights on:  

• PSG and morpho-syntactic lexicon for declarative and interrogative NL 

sentences and EARC sentences 

• translation rules and rules for the QA system 

• business description sentences and data model sentences which failed 

validation 

• steps of translation processes 

EFFECTS 

• creating a data model with the KB system decreases the problem of 

preserving consistency of user requirements expressed in the natural 

language during their translation into the formal language of the data 

model 

• business domain experts can create a data model without IS design 

knowledge 

• IS Designers are facilitated in the development of the data model 

• Effectiveness and efficiency of IS education is increased by using the 

KB system 

• researchers are facilitated in the development of the conceptual model 

from the domain of interest by applying the ER method for data 

modelling 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper describes the architecture proposal for a KB 
system based on verbalisation for supporting data modelling 
using the ER method. We presented the purpose of the 
existence of computer support for the conceptual design of an 
information system. The novelties in our approach and possible 
solutions to problems in this area are also discussed. 

The underlying method of applying a transducer from the 
theory of formal languages is described - the translation of 
business description textually expressed in natural language 
into a data model textually expressed in the formal language of 
the ER method. The structure of the entire system is also 
shown, with a detailed description of its purpose, inputs, 
activities, outputs and effects via the Logic model. Answers to 
the papers' research questions are Q1, Q2 and Q3 are: 

A1. We have defined two artefacts necessary in the new KB 
system: PSG for CNL and PSG for EARC.  

A2. We have identified functional requirements and the 
architecture of the KB system based on the analysis of the 
potential users and their requirements but also based on the 
analysis of existing systems, tools and methods.  

A3. We have identified the following potential users: 
business domain experts, IS designers, IS educators, IS 
students and researchers, KBS engineers.  

System limitations are reflected in the limited lexicon and 
limited grammar, as well as the use of one data modelling 
method. We plan to extend the corpus, lexicon and grammar 
with new practical examples that will result in knowledge base 
expansion. Future research activities include: 



• the adaptation of the syntax analysis program module 
(finite deterministic automata) in Python,  

• creation of controlled natural language corpus based on 
business descriptions and business dictionary terms for 
NLP,  

• creation of special lexicon (a subset of MULTEXT - East) 
with extra word categories' tag that links a POS tag of a 
word to EARC tag,   

• identification of various patterns in business description 
sentences that will determine translating rules, 

• evaluation of the prototype, and 

• extending the translation method to some other data 
modelling method, like UML. 
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